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Standards 91200  91201  91203

Part A: Commentary
Successful candidates showed evidence of planning their responses and
selecting evidence to answer the specific demands of their chosen question,
making appropriate connections to the wider classical world.

Candidates are advised to use key words from the question to focus on a relevant
response and develop their points so that examination of material is evident.
Knowing that the quality of their responses is more essential than the quantity
continues to be important.

Highly achieving candidates typically included detailed, specific, and relevant
evidence throughout their responses, thoroughly explaining how it pertained to the
question. Many supplied responses that were concise, and devoid of unnecessary
narrative, demonstrating comprehensive knowledge of the material and practice
at adapting information to suit a variety of question options.

Part B: Report on standards
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91200: Examine ideas and values of the classical world
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

addressed the question briefly

demonstrated some understanding of their text and the society that it
reflected

showed knowledge of the text through plot and paraphrased incidents
relating to the question

used some specific reference to their chosen text

provided some evidence from the text, but often not explained or analysed.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

did not display adequate knowledge of their text

did not demonstrate an understanding of the ideas and values related to their
chosen text

did not address or respond to the question

used Greek or Latin or technical terms incorrectly

provided a pre-prepared response that did not relate to the question

provided a plot summary or narrative with no reference to the question

did not provide evidence

made a poor choice of question to answer.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

responded well to the question and made direct reference to it

provided in-depth answers effectively supported by relevant examples

provided multiple primary source examples

provided a response with good detail

demonstrated clear knowledge of the ideas and values of the classical
society, and how they applied in relation to the question

showed an informed understanding of those ideas and values

included examples as evidence of their conclusions
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included knowledge of societal beliefs.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

showed detailed knowledge of their chosen text

demonstrated a high level of knowledge of the ideas and values of the
classical society, relevant to themes from their chosen text

provided detailed and in-depth explanations to support their answer

directly addressed the question throughout their response

responded well to the question, showing perception / insight, which was often
done by comparison with other classical texts or events / historical contexts
that may have inspired aspects of the plot

used detailed, specific, and relevant evidence throughout their answer and
thoroughly explained how it pertained to the question

were able to relate to both primary and secondary sources to show insight.

Standard-specific comments

Candidates are encouraged to show how their response relates to the question.
They need to frequently refer to the question in their response, paying careful
attention to the wording of the question, so that they are also providing an
appropriate and precise response.

The inclusion of irrelevant material and phrasing suggests candidates again using
pre-prepared responses. This disadvantages candidates.

Responses need to be supported with relevant evidence.  Inclusion of primary
source material that is specifically relevant to answering the question or the
illustration of a key point is important.

Candidates should make careful choices of classical literary texts and ensure they
make reference to them in their responses. Screen adaptations and works of
sculpture are not suitable choices.

91201: Examine the significance of features of work(s) of
art in the classical world
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:
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selected a question suited to the art work(s) studied

showed some understanding of the features of the art work(s)

showed some awareness of the art work’s significance in the classical world

made some developed points for one aspect of the question

provided a narrow response

provided some appropriate primary source evidence to support points that
might have been lacking in detail

attempted to cover a range of art works in a response and, therefore, lacked
sufficient depth of detail of the art works

drew straightforward conclusions.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

did not respond to the question

selected the wrong question for their chosen art work(s)

showed only a basic understanding of their chosen art work(s)

relied on a pre-prepared answer

did not support points with relevant evidence

made poorly supported conclusions.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

showed a good understanding of their chosen art work(s)

responded to the question but might have focused on one aspect in more
detail

provided detailed primary source evidence that clearly supported their
response to the question

provided an informed interpretation / explanation of the evidence, linking it
clearly to the question

drew sound and detailed conclusions clearly based on the evidence
presented.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:
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showed the ability to adapt their knowledge to different examination
questions

responded in a balanced way to all aspects of the question, making
thoughtful observations regarding the significance of the art work and its
place in the classical world

presented a clear and insightful argument, which was sustained throughout
the response

showed thorough and insightful understanding of the significance of the art
work(s)

consistently used detailed primary source evidence of specific relevance to
the question and provided clear explanation of evidence.

Standard-specific comments

The term composition is to do with how elements of an art work are positioned
relative to each other; and design is to do with how elements of architecture are
positioned within the whole concept. Design is not ‘design features’ – and neither
of them is ‘decoration’.

Candidates who presented responses that were clearly pre-prepared did not
adequately address the chosen question. This is not a recommended strategy to
gain achievement at the higher levels.

Candidates are encouraged to select questions that suit their chosen art work(s).

Candidates who showed clear evidence of planning were able to write clearly
structured responses that were relevant to, and addressed, all aspects of their
chosen question.

Candidates who were familiar with art historical and Greek / Latin vocabulary
were often able to demonstrate a more informed understanding of their chosen art
work(s).

Some candidates who wrote about more than one art work did so successfully
because they looked at the art works in a thematic way that connected them.

Most candidates who utilised drawings and diagrams did not do so effectively.
These must clearly support the points being made within the response.

Candidates who began their answers with historical or mythological context or plot
that was not linked to the question, and was therefore superfluous, would be
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better served by integrating this content into the points being made to ensure
relevance to the question. 

91203:  Examine sociopolitical life in the classical world

Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

used key words from the question

gave straightforward responses that addressed the question, although these
might have contained some errors or lacked detail in places

used explanations that were simplistic and to the point

demonstrated understanding that included some relevant detail

answered the question without developing their answers

provided extensive background to a context, rather than focusing on
responding to the given question, or included excessive narrative that did not
directly respond to the requirements of the question

used minimal references to primary source material, or correctly used Greek /
Latin terms

used primary source material that was relevant to the context in general,
rather than to the specific point being made.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

misread the question

chose the wrong question to suit their knowledge

underdeveloped their explanations

wrote in generalisations

provided brief or irrelevant responses to the question

provided no specific examples

provided limited or no primary source evidence

used Greek / Latin / technical terms incorrectly or not at all

used pre-prepared answers rather than responding to the specific
requirements of the question.
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

provided a range of primary source material, but might not have been able to
maintain a consistent use of evidence

discussed their primary sources but did not consistently analyse them

showed a good deal of knowledge but did not link this to a wider context to
enable perception

focused heavily on narrative, at the expense of depth, missing the opportunity
to analyse the specifics of the question and, therefore, show perception.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

showed excellent knowledge, understanding, and interpretation of the
question and context

displayed discernment in their selection of points

wrote responses that were focused, providing depth and breadth to their
answers, devoid of unnecessary narrative

addressed all aspects of the question in detail, providing developed
conclusions that showed insight

linked their answers to a wider social context or long-term consequences

incorporated primary source evidence consistently, and elaborated on its
significance where appropriate

addressed the limitations of sources where appropriate.

Standard-specific comments

Candidates who wrote their response as an essay better demonstrated an
examination of question than those who wrote their response as a series of bullet
points. Candidates who interpreted the question in an introduction were better
able to direct the development of their argument. Candidates who used answers
prepared in advance were less able to make them fit the questions.

Drawings added little in the way of extra evidence, as most of the time these were
superfluous due to candidates already explaining these ideas in their written
response.

Fewer candidates attempted to critique sources or address the limitations of
sources as separate paragraphs and this was pleasing. Acknowledgement of
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these limitations or the integration of knowledge of cultural behaviours or other
potential criteria for excellence were best analysed within the context of a specific
point. Perception often developed out of the analysis of the values behind specific
quotes.

Candidates are encouraged to avoid providing detailed narratives of their events,
rather than concisely answering the questions.

Popular political topics that allowed students to develop their ideas to an
Excellence level were the political reforms of the Athenians (Solon and
Cleisthenes specifically), and the conflicts of the late Roman Republic (the first
triumvirate, Caesar’s civil war, and the rise to power of Octavian).

Teachers and candidates are strongly advised to read through previous
assessment schedules and examiners’ reports for guidance.
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